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Zoom Session will be locked within 10 minutes of the start time. The session 
will be recorded and distribution will be at the discretion of Elf Coaching.

One of the key concepts in Agile is the core idea of continuous improvements. 
The 'learning and improving' process is critical for teams or organisations to 
achieve growth and typically involves a long commitment period. We are 
dealing with people, after all.

Yet, work in modern corporations, despite the years-long strategies we devise 
(foolishly or not), is very short-termed in practice. We try to achieve and 
replicate success from month-to-month and quarter-to-quarter. We help our 
accountants and analysts have an easier life by working in "projects". Absolute 
KPIs are predefined, timelines are negotiated, and budgets are approved and 
set. Projects, once completed, are judged "successful" or "failed" based on 
predetermined criteria.

As we know, projects are regularly abandoned. The next new management fad 
(like Agile 😂) can quickly become management's new obsession, kickstarting 
underappreciated and overly-complicated "transformation projects" all over 
the place.

If we are in the business of developing and growing people, should our work 
be constrained by this "project" construct? Do we really need "transformation 
projects"? How do we position ourselves to clients as long-term working 
partners?

In this interactive session, learn how you, as a consultant to your clients or 
stakeholders, can shape the conversation around continuous long-term 
improvements for the organisation beyond the scope of projects. Discover 
how you can help organisational leaders and managers embrace Agile 
values and principles much more easily through Complexity Thinking. See 
Cynefin in a different light.

REGISTER

ORSConnect x Agile Systems
Beyond Projects: Complexity-driven Outcomes

with Isman Tanuri

"What do you call a guy who has worked for Cirque du Soleil and Miss 
Saigon, helped the late great Whitney Houston get on stage, ran an indie 
music label and sold music globally in 2004 and with a 10-year corporate 
career?"

Hello, I'm Isman, an Organisation Development 
Consultant focusing on Business Agility and Leadership 
coaching and training. I help leaders and teams get 
better at working together by co-creating workplace 
effectiveness and increasing productivity through 
Actionable & Practical Leadership, Culture Development 
and Self-Organisation.

I'd call that guy "The Eternal Optimist".

Important Information: Participants’ Guidance

* MIRO WILL BE USED FOR THIS SESSION.
    Click here to check Miro out:
    https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kuTMbDA=/
   *There is no need to sign up for a Miro account.

• Ensure that you are able to access and run Zoom and Miro on your devices 
    before we begin. If you are having issues, do drop Isman a message: 
    hello@elisanpartners.com

• Ensure that you will be using your own personal devices (such as laptop or 
    tablets) for the session. Sharing of devices is not advisable.

• Always keep your camera on unless not feasible. It will be very helpful for 
    the facilitator and other participants.

• Use a headset or earphones and find a quiet environment, if possible.

• As we will have interactive participation, large screen devices (such as 
    laptops, tablets or 2nd monitors) will be helpful.

• Alternatively, you may also wish to fire up Zoom and Miro on separate 
    devices.

• A computer mouse will be very helpful too.
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